TUNESFORMOVIES is a young company for professional high quality production music.
Meanwhile, over 3.000 TFM moods & songs are represented in more than 40 german TV broadcasters like ARD,
1Alpha, One, ZDF, ZDF Neo, ZDF Info, WDR, MDR, NDR, SR, HR, BR, RBB, EFestival, Arte, EPlus, Kinderkanal, Pro7,
Sat1, Sat1emotions, RTL, RTL+, RTL2, Kabel1, Kabel Doku, History Channel, Romance TV, P7Fun, Phoenix, Vox Up,
Tag24, RTL2, Vox, Sky, Sky Sports, SRF1, SRF2 und Sixx. TFM is also successfully represented in Denmark,
Singapore, Switzerland, Belgium and Austria.
Founded in 2017 by film music composer Marcel Barsotti, TFM is based on over 20 years of experience in
television, cinema, documentary and advertising. Marcel Barsotti is well known for his film music for motion
pictures like “Die Päpstin (Pope Joan)”, “Das Wunder von Bern (The Miracle of Bern)” and “Deutschland. Ein
Sommermärchen (Germany. A Summer Fairy Tale)”.
The TFM catalog offers more than 2.500 high quality moods, songs and instrumentals, production music for
television, cinema, documentary, theatre, games, image films, internet, radio, game shows, audio books,
corporate videos and advertising.
TFM is suitable for producers, editors, cutters and directors searching for temporary music, songs and
instrumentals and custom made songs for IT versions. For radio editors searching for new songs, for organizers
planning events and shows, for advertisers looking for the perfect mood, for audio producers, for internet
platforms and game producers in search of big blockbuster scores. Our composers are most flexible and write
your desired music quickly. TFM offers music for theatre, opera, cabaret, for acrobats and artists on stage, for
corporate identities, sports news and competitions and for all directors and producers looking for high quality
music for TV, cinema and series.
The TFM music catalog includes a large selection of musical genres such as film music, documentary, film moods,
pop music, rock, ballads, dance, singer songwriter, Italian and French songs, traditional Bavarian music, songs
from the former East German Democratic Republic, trance, techno, electronic dance music, club, vintage,
independent music, German and American hip hop, classical music, baroque, rococo, opera, jazz, rock and roll,
swing, country, synthesizer and children’s songs. Furthermore TFM will produce the desired music and CUSTOM
MADE Songs for your broadcasting format at the highest technical and creative level in a short time. After having
registered and filled in your details you can listen to all titles and download them under CATALOG. The desired
titles can be found under SEARCH. For usage worldwide in Television and Radio (NATIONAL USE, besides
advertising and AOB, please see price list) TFM music is worldwide free of charge. You only have to register the
composition with GEMA (German society for musical performing and mechanical reproduction). All information
about the music tracks can be found under METADATA. For cinema movies, IT versions, events, image movie,
audiobook, games, internet etc. please fill in the LICENSE APPLICATION and send it to
music@tunesformovies.com. We will send you our offer immediately.
At PRICE LIST you can find our price list for licensing fees and flat rates. Please ask for our free TFM USB flash
drive with our complete music catalog and information to all titles (metadata) and current price list. We would
enjoy to present TFM to you. Please contact us at http://tunesformovies.com/en/contact/ or call +49 (0) 8151
55 64 595. Your TFM Team
www.tunesformovies.com
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